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i can tell you how and why we choose to use code to manage
everything. terraform is a particular application of language agnostic
infrastructure as code (iac). we use it to provision infrastructure and
make it simple to bring them into production. this can be anything,

from provisioning vms to creating entire clusters to generate dynamic
content. in our case, we use it to manage and provision a wide range
of aws resources, primarily things like ec2 instances and elastic bean

stalk. the reason terraform was a logical choice is that it has the
concept of resources, which are immutable, and it will make sure you
have the resources you need when you need them, and it will let you

tear them down later when youre done. terraform makes it super
easy to create a bundle of resources, and it makes it trivial to scale
based on cost or other factors. this is critical for us. we have a lot of
micro services, and a lot of them would be pretty simple if they all
lived on a single vm. but our architecture is quite complicated. its

more like building a data center than a regular application. most of
our services and the data they produce are transient and ephemeral,

and they exist very briefly, just for a few hours at most. some are
always running and have to be kept up 24 hours a day. and then,

when the service completes, it automatically runs in a large number
of ec2 instances. so, we need to keep our cost per deployment low,

and we need to make sure our ec2 instances can be easily scaled up.
so to summarize, terraform makes it easy to manage resources,
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which are immutable. it lets you add resources and delete resources.
and it lets you add and delete instances, which are not immutable.

and it lets you make sure you have the correct number of instances at
the right price at the right time.
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xforce is a parser software solution for XML; and it provides
automated and customizable parsing of multiple XML documents.

xforce can be used to parse (load, store, merge, modify) XML
documents in the standard XSD-based XML schema, in the standard

XHTML schema, and in the new HTML5 schema. Xforce includes
several components to parse XML: an XML DOM (Document Object
Model) parser, a XSD parser, a number of converters to manipulate
XML data, parsers for XSLT (XSL Style Sheets), and converters to

modify XML data. In order to investigate the morphological changes in
the membrane-skeleton of DRG neurons under mechanical

compression, we used AFM (atomic force microscopy) to analyze the
changes in the surface topology of cultured DRG neurons. The AFM
allows for high-resolution imaging of living cells, The cytoskeleton

structure and membrane elasticity of DRG neurons were analyzed by
AFM. The applied compressive force produces a sufficient local

reaction, resulting in the hyper-mobility of the membrane-skeleton
structure, observable in altered surface features and increased

elasticity of the membrane, compared with the control cells. The large-
scale cell structure was analyzed by confocal laser scanning

microscopy and electron microscopy. 2) Analyzed the cytoskeleton
structure and membrane elasticity of DRG neurons, which was

conducted by using AFM (atomic force microscopy). The AFM allows
for high-resolution imaging of living cells, and the object of our study
is nerve cells, so we chose to study the cytoskeleton structure and

membrane elasticity by using the AFM. 5ec8ef588b
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